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Transducer Theory  

FUNCTION DESCRIPTION 

GOAL 

To create a set of speakers for multiple applications while maintaining a small enough form to be easily 
transported. In order from highest priority to lowest priority the speakers will be used for listening, 
mixing, mastering, and recording. Although the first years of the life of the speakers will be used for 
pleasure, I want them to be able to handle work I may find later in my career.  

WHAT ENVIRONMENT WILL THE SPEAKER BE USED IN? 

For now, they will be in my bedroom. This room has no acoustical treatment and is about forty feet from 
highway 41 where there is plenty of traffic. These speakers will most likely be on my desk that I custom 
built with monitor stands on top. Provided I have enough room in the space they may be in, I will have 
separate floor stands. They will be used in a stereo application. When I graduate I plan to move to 
California. This is one of the reasons I would like to have a smaller sized speaker. My room currently 
does not have the space to accommodate a large enclosure. Depending on how they sound in my current 
room, I may buy some acoustical treatment for the walls to lower the reverb time in the room. They will 
be near field monitors.   

WHAT WILL BE THE LISTENING PURPOSE OF THE LOUDSPEAKER? 

I really want these speakers to excel in both tracking and mixing. I want them to be loud enough to 
monitor what I am recording, but also want them to be accurate to know how my mix is sounding post 
recording. This might sound a bit contradicting but, I want these speakers to allow me to listen forward in 
time.1 I want the speakers to present recordings after the mixing and mastering with characteristics that I 
will explain in the section Subjective Description of Sound Quality. If I’m mixing in a studio with far 
superior speakers compared to these, I will be able to use these when testing the range rule. 2  The range 
rule is the ability to predict how our recordings will sound across a range of other playback 
configurations. Whether they get played over a set of B&W Hi-Fi speakers or the cringe worthy Apple ear 
buds.  

 

                                                        
1 David Moulton. Total Recording. United States of America: Kendall, 2000. Pg. 313 

2 David Moulton. Total Recording. United States of America: Kendall, 2000. Pg. 313 
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VISUAL AESTHETICS 

I want to have a simple yet functional design. I plan on taking inspiration from the B&W 801 loud 
speakers but on a much smaller scale. If I had the budget I would make them into a three-way 
configuration but I think I will have to stick with a two-way configuration. I’m not all that concerned with 
the specifics of the weight of them. Considering I plan on having eight inch drivers they are going to be 
relatively small. I would like to plan on implementing a handle on the bottom of each speaker to make 
them a tad more portable with out sacrificing smoothness on the exposed surfaces. I’m not too educated at 
the moment about what woods work best for my application. But when I do choose a wood I would like 
the stain it red mahogany with several coats of clear to make them pleasing to my eyes.  No grills! I very 
much dislike the appearance of them over drivers. Because I won’t be using these for large social 
occasions, I don’t see the need to protect them as such.  

SPL OUTPUT 

Specifically, I want these speakers to be loud enough to where my ears start to feel uncomfortable. Since 
I’m using them as near fields and in a small room, this shouldn’t be all that difficult. By no means do I 
want these speakers to blow my ear drums.  

SUBJECTIVE DESCRIPTION OF SOUND QUALITY 

One of the more important characteristics I want these speakers to have is robustness, I would like them 
to sound great in a variety of different spaces. Anywhere from small bedrooms with a lot of absorption 
present or open living rooms with large windows and hardwood floors. I want to be able to listen to these 
speakers for a long time without ear fatigue. Stage imaging is also a priority for these speakers. I like to 
be immersed in the stereo image of any given mix. This will also help me with my own mixes.    

PRIORITIZATION 

Low frequency, SPL, and size are the three factors 
that depend the most on each other in loudspeaker 
construction.3 Since I plan on moving a lot at the 
beginning of my career, the number one priority of 
these speakers is low size. If I was not planning on 
traveling so much SPL and low size would swap 
places.  

                                                        
3 John L. Murphy. Introduction to Loudspeaker Design. True Audio, 1998. 
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TECHNICAL GOALS 

SIZE 

16” height, 12” width, and 14” depth is a rough idea of the size I would like these speakers to be. With 
my experience of owning KRK Rokit 6s, which is a small 6-inch monitor at 11x9x13, I think these 
dimensions for my monitors will allow me to achieve my goal of having speakers that are fairly light, 
portable, and have a respectable low frequency range. I have a smaller Subaru sedan so having a small 
form factor will be better for my case. If I had a wagon or small SUV I definitely would go larger. This 
size will allow me to not only have these monitors in my small room here at school, but will also allow 
me to take them to where ever I live after school without worrying if they will fit into a space or not. At 
the same time having them large enough to not sacrifice low-end quality and SPL.  

SPL 

The K-system is a system that is based on loudness and headroom. This is when 0dB on the meter is 
always equal to 83dBC SPL with pink noise. There are three different scales called K-20, K-14, and K-
12. These are used when mixing and or mastering. Each number after the “K” on each scale refers to how 
many dB of headroom there is. K-20 is made for large theatre, home theatre, and dynamic music. K-14 is 
made for pop music and smaller home theatre. Finally, K-12 is made for broadcasting purposes. 4 Taking 
all of this into consideration my goal SPL is going to be 110 dBC SPL. In my opinion, one needs to hit at 
minimum 83 dBC SPL. To operate K-20 one needs to be able to achieve 103 dBC SPL. Having an extra 7 
dB of headroom above K-20 should be enough to give me reliable protection. At this moment I don’t 
need to have this much total head room above 83 dB, but I want to be sure I am not restricted down the 
road.  

NIOSH is the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health. They implement limits on exposure 
to certain SPL levels in work environments. That isn’t to say that their limits are only for work situations. 
They are smart to use from day to day life. The starting point to where SPL exposure is limited is 85 dBA. 
This SPL is limited to a 9-hour exposure time. This prevents long-term damage to one’s hearing. This 
also comes with an exchange rate of 3dB. This means that for every 3 dB above 85 dB the exposure time 
should be halved. For example, 88 dB of exposure should only last 4.5 hours, 91 dB for 2.25 hours and so 
on and so forth. 5 

                                                        
4 Bob Katz, Part II: How To Make Better Recordings in the 21st Century - An Integrated Approach to 
Metering, Monitoring, and Leveling Practices. AES Journal, September 2000 

 

5 David M. Howard and James Angus. Acoustics & Pschoacoustics, 2nd Edition. Focal Press, 2001. 
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These graphs represent my different SPL listening habits. These are measuring my listening SPL based on 
what time of day it is and what mood I am in.   
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I have already locked in my amplifier wattage because I have decided to go with Mini-DSP PWR-ICE 
125s as my amplifiers and signal processors. They are a two-in-one amplifier and signal processing plate. 
These will produce 2x125W @ 4Ω. This means that each tweeter and woofer will be able to receive up to 
125W RMS. With this information I am aiming for woofers that have an 85-91dB sensitivity rating. To 
explain this further, the dB sensitivity means that a driver will produce the given dB be with 1watt of 
power @ 1 meter of distance. Basically, the higher the sensitivity rating the less power is needed to power 
the driver. When tuning my drivers with the Mini DSPs I will need to be careful of how I set the gains. I 
will need to learn where I can get maximum sound quality and SPL. In doing so I will be able to prevent 
mechanical and thermal damage. To protect the drivers even more I will have a specified “break-in” 
period before I get serious about tuning. As for dBW I’ll have 250W RMS at my disposal. However, I 
won’t be able to use all of this power. But to get a rough estimate of my dBW, I used 150W when 
calculating. Decibel watt or dBW is a measurement for the strength of a signal in decibels in relation to 1 
watt. This calculated to be 21.75 dBW.   

 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 

I am hoping to obtain a mostly flat response from 65Hz to 20kHz. I think due to my smaller form factor I 
will be sacrificing the lows. In doing this I should be able to focus on overall flatness and not running in 
the bass race. Since I listen to a lot of different genres involving guitar, I think this will be a more than 
adequate frequency response considering the frequency range of a guitar in standard tuning is 82Hz-
1.2kHz. Getting down to 65Hz should give me enough room for reproducing processed guitar signals that 
may be lower. Also if the guitar is tuned lower than standard.  I do listen to a lot of hip-hop and I will 
certainly miss a lot of the bass beats. I will be using these more for musical purposes and not for sound 
design purposes. However, if I was designing these for that purpose I would for sure try to go for a lower 
bandwidth.  

COLORATION AND TIME RESPONSE 

There are some issues when trying to get a lot of bass response out of a smaller enclosure. Although we 
can tune a speaker to sound like it has a lot of bass, it is not producing these frequencies flat. This causes 
poor transient response and low sensitivity. 6 Small sealed configurations can be good for room 
applications where you need to put your speakers up near a wall. Hear their constraint of their radiation 
angle can boost their low frequency output. These speakers will also have adequate low frequency 
response if you place them on top of a mixing console. However, there may be some other coloration in 
                                                        

6 Philip Newell and Keith Holland. Loudspeakers: For Music Recording and Reproduction. Burlington, 
MA: Focal Press, 2007. Chapter 3 
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other frequencies if you do this.  If you put these speakers near the center of a room the low frequencies 
will begin to weaken. 6 

In order to achieve an infinite baffle, you would need to have a board that expanded infinitely in all 
directions. This would cause zero air change on the load on each side of the diaphragm. It would have 
zero resistance and zero diffraction. This would make for a great sounding loudspeaker if you have a 
quality driver. However, this is a very impractical solution. One way around this is to put the driver into 
an enclosed space. This is our enclosure! Imagine that. 6 

However, there is a problem with sealing the air behind the driver. Doing this puts a significant load on 
the rear of the driver. Sealed enclosures tend to sound boxy while open configurations tend to sound open. 
However, this boxy sound can be fixed by having an enclosure of adequate size. Having this sealed 
enclosure will limit its ability to more to produce low frequencies. This is due to the sealed are behind the 
driver making the suspension of the driver stiffer. This causes the resonant frequency of the loudspeaker 
to be higher compared to a ported configuration. 7 

Having a small cabinet will mean that they will not have the structural rigidity as opposed to something 
that is larger with a lot of wait. This is where bracing comes into play. But this is not as simple as placing 
them where ever they might fit. If one must place the brace in the center of two walls, try to offset it at 
least 5% to spread the resonant frequencies that will occur if the brace is place directly in the center. 
Another method called the “North Creek Method” is to place the brace seven-sixteenths the way along the 
unsupported region of the panel. If two braces are needed place them five-eighths and one-third from the 
reference panel. The method creates two or three different sized regions creating different resonant 
frequencies within the same panel. For the bracing to be most effective it is important to use very hard 
adhesive to ensure there is no movement between the brace and the panel. 8 

                                                        

 

 

7 Philip Newell and Keith Holland. Loudspeakers: For Music Recording and Reproduction. Burlington, 
MA: Focal Press, 2007. Chapter 3 

8 North Creek Music Systems. Cabinet Handbook 2nd Edition. North Creek Music Systems, 1992. 
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I plan to at least have chamfered edges on a square box. But 
ideally I will have an elongated hexagonal shape.  To the 
right is a (very) quick sketch of how I want the front of the 
speakers to be. Note that the actual edges will have a very 
round chamfer. This is very helpful to do when controlling 
the diffraction on the front of the cabinet. Imagine we have a 
speaker that is rectangular and has very defined edges. As a 
sound wave radiates from its source on the face of its 
mounted baffle, it spreads like a half of a spherical wave. 
When the wave hits the edges of the wall, it wants to expand 
more rapidly to fill the space where there is no wall. There are 
a couple reasons why we want to prevent this. Some of the 
sound will effectively turn the corner and travel behind the 
cabinet. Also we are able to obtain a more consistent sound 
pressure, preventing phasing issues. 9 With the addition of 
these extra walls we can control the direction of our sound.    

 

 

I plan on using ribbon tweeter for two reasons. The first reason is they allow for longer periods of 
listening without ear strain. The second and most important reason is because they have a wider 
dispersion pattern. Below are two similarly priced tweeter’s dispersion patterns. The one on the top is a 
conventional dome tweeter, ScanSpeak Discovery D2606/9200. 10 The one on the bottom is a ribbon 
tweeter, Fountek NeoCd1.0 1.5".  11 

 

                                                        

9 Philip Newell and Keith Holland. Loudspeakers: For Music Recording and Reproduction. Burlington, 
MA: Focal Press, 2007. Chapter 3.11 

10 "ScanSpeak Discovery D2606/9200 1" Textile Dome Tweeter." ScanSpeak Discovery D2606/9200 1" Textile Dome Tweeter. Accessed February 10, 
2016. https://www.madisoundspeakerstore.com/scanspeak-soft-dome-tweeters/scanspeak-discovery-d2606/9200-1-textile-dome-tweeter/. 

11 "Fountek." Products_ Electronics Co.,Ltd. Accessed February 10, 2016. 
http://www.fountek.net/products.asp?id=44.  
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As you can see the off-axis frequency is much better with the ribbon tweeter.  
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DRIVER CHOICE 

TWEETERS 

I believe that in a two-way loud speaker configuration that the tweeter is the more important of the two. 
This is because they will be responsible for producing frequencies that are at least from 2.5kHz to 18kHz. 
This is the majority of the frequency range. This reason, and the fact that I wanted ribbon tweeters, is the 
reason why I’m planning on putting more of my budget into the tweeters as apposed to the woofers.  Here 
is a chart that includes all of my considered tweeters. This has ribbons as well as domes.  

Make/Model	 Price	 Sensitivity		
Thermal	Power	
Limit	

Max	
SPL	 Fs	 Type	

X-over	
-	
18kHz	

Fountek	Neo	X	2.0	
Ribbon	Tweeter	Black	 $87		 94dB	 25w	RMS	

100dB	
SPL	 1250Hz	 Ribbon	

2.3kHz	
+/-	
2.5dB	

Fountek	NeoCd1.0	
1.5"	Ribbon	Tweeter	 $43		 90dB	 12w	RMS	

94dB	
SPL	 1250Hz	 Ribbon	

2.3kHz	
+/-	
3.5dB	

ScanSpeak	Discovery	
D2606/9200	1"	 $34		 91.4dB	 100w	RMS	

93dB	
SPL	 1100Hz	

Textile	
Dome	

2.3kHz	
+/-	
3.5dB	

Tianle	AMT65-4	3.5"	 $49		 92dB	 15w	RMS	
100dB	
SPL	 		 AMT	

2.5kHz	
+/-	
6.5dB	

Morel	CAT	298	1-1/8"	 $55		 89dB	 80w	RMS	
91dB	
SPL	 900Hz	

Soft	
Dome	

2.5kHz	
+/-	
6dB	

Fountek	NeoX	1.0	
Ribbon	 $80		 92dB		 20w	RMS	

98dB	
SPL	 1250Hz	 Ribbon	

2.3kHz	
+/-	
3dB	

SB	Acoustics	SB29RDC	 $52		 93dB	 100w	RMS	
94dB	
SPL	 600Hz	

Soft	
Dome	

2.3kHz	
+/-	
1.5dB	

Raal	Lazy	Ribbon	9"	 $713		 96dB	 30wRMS	
110dB	
SPL	 1300Hz	 Ribbon	

3kHz	
+/-	
5dB	

Seas	Prestige	19TFF1	 $32		 88dB	 90w	RMS	
88dB	
SPL	 1700Hz	

Textile	
Dome	

2.3kHz	
+/-	
2.5dB	

ScanSpeak	Classic	
D2905	 $167		 89.5dB	 225w	RMS	

90dB	
SPL	 500Hz	

Textile	
Dome	

2.3kHz	
+/-	
2.5dB	
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The tweeters that first caught my attention were the Fountek Ribbons, specifically the Neo X 2.0. This 
was the only ribbon in my price range that could get me close to 100dB SPL. This SPL is important to me 
because I like to have some headroom so I don’t damage parts. The frequency response of this driver is 
very flat. I wanted a driver that was flat as possible from the crossover 
frequency to 18kHz. This specific driver is recommended to be crossed 
over at 2.3kHz. I thought this was great compared to some of the soft 
dome tweeters I was looking at. So from 2.3kHz to 18kHz the driver is 
+/- 3.5dB. I’m okay with this because there are no drastic peaks or 
valleys present. Also, I will most likely be pairing this with a 6.5 inch 
woofer. So crossing over at 2.3kHz will work better for the size. 
Unfortunately, there are no off-axis listening graphs available for the 
Neo X series. However, the Fountek Neo CD series has this 
information. I think its safe to assume that the horizontal frequency 
response of these two should be relatively close. Here is the horizontal 
frequency response of the Fountek NeoCD 1.0. Note that this driver 
costs half as much as the Neo X 2.0. 12 

 

                   Fountek NeoCD 1.0                                       Fountek Neo X 2.0 

 

                                                        
12 "Fountek." Products_ Electronics Co.,Ltd. Accessed February 10, 2016. 
http://www.fountek.net/products.asp?id=137.  
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 I want to have ribbons for my speakers. However, I not going to completely rule out the other types 
available. The ScanSpeak Discovery D2606/9200 1" caught my attention. This is a textile dome tweeter. 
It has great specs for its price at $34. 100w RMS handling, 2.3kHz – 18kHz +/- 4dB, and a sensitivity of 
91.4dB SPL. However, these textile dome tweeters do not have the horizontal frequency response that I’m 
looking for. If I had less of a budget, this would be the driver I would get. Here is the frequency response. 
13 

 

 

I researched this next tweeter because I found it interesting. The Tianle AMT65-4 3.5" AMT is an Air 
Motion Transformer tweeter. I learned that these have very good transient response like ribbon tweeters 
but function in a different way. Essentially, it is a diaphragm with a flat conducting track imbedded in it 
that is folded over itself multiple times. This diaphragm expands and contracts very rapidly to manipulate 
the air around it. 14 This tweeter seems to be more suitable for a three-way configuration considering it 
has a very steep drop off below 2.7kHz. From 2.7kHz – 20kHz it is about +/- 5dB. 15 

                                                        
13 "ScanSpeak Discovery D2606/9200 1" Textile Dome Tweeter." ScanSpeak Discovery D2606/9200 1" Textile 
Dome Tweeter. Accessed February 11, 2016. https://www.madisoundspeakerstore.com/scanspeak-soft-dome-
tweeters/scanspeak-discovery-d2606/9200-1-textile-dome-tweeter/.  

 

14 Phillip Newell and Keith Holland. Loudspeakers: For Music Recording and Reproduction. Burlington, 
MA: Focal Press, 2007. Chapter 2.5 

15 "Tianle AMT65-4 3.5" AMT Tweeter." AMT Tweeter. Accessed February 10, 2016. 
https://www.madisoundspeakerstore.com/air-motion-transformers-amt/tianle-amt65-4-3.5-amt-tweeter/.  
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I wanted to research drivers that had been chosen by students that have taking Transducer Theory before 
me, one of which was the SB Acoustics SB29RDC-C000-4 Ring Dome Tweeter. This seems to be a great 
tweeter. The frequency response is very flat from 800Hz – 22kHz +/- 1.5dB. The off axis listening, as 
with any soft dome tweeter, is not great. But compared to others like it, this tweeter is good. The 30 
degree off axis listening is parallel with the on axis listening till 15kHz with -5dB.  
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WOOFERS 

Knowing that I’m going to have a cross over frequency of around 2.3kHz, I needed a woofer that will be 
flat close to 2.5kHz. Before researching I really wanted an 8-inch driver to get the most low-end as 
possible. However, with research I have found that it is relatively difficult, with a budget, to find an 8-
inch driver that will sufficiently reach this 2.5kHz goal of mine. I decided to then focus on achieving a 
flat response at the crossover instead of sacrificing it for the low frequency response.   

Make/Model	
Pric
e	

Sensitivit
y		

Thermal	Power	
Limit	 Vas	 Fs	 F3	

Cab	
Volum
e	 F3	

Cab	
Volum
e	

Mechanic
al	Power	
Limit	 Basket	

Cone	
Material	

300Hz-X-
over	

ScanSpeak	
22W/4534G00	
Discovery	8"	Woofer	
4	ohm	 $79		 92dB	 70w	RMS	 95L	 30Hz	

70H
z	

0.55cu	
Sealed	

49H
z	

1cu	
vented	

120w	
Peak	 Cast	

Coated	Fiber	
Glass	

1kHz	+/-	
3dB	

Hi-Vi	LK6.5	6.5"	
Woven	Kevlar	Cone	
Woofer	-	6	ohm	 $47		 88dB	 40w	RMS	

21.3
L	 45Hz	 		 		

52H
z	

0.55cu	
Vente
d	 80w	Peak	 Cast	 Kevlar		

2kHz	+/-	
4dB	

SEAS	Prestige	
CA18RLY	(H1217)	7"	
Coated	Paper	Cone	
Woofer	 $83		 90dB	 80w	RMS	 32L	 		

65H
z	

0.75cu	
Sealed	

55H
z	

1cu	
vented	

250w	
Peak	 Cast	

Coated	
paper	

2kHz	+/-	
3.5dB	

Dayton	Audio	
RS180-8	7"	
Reference	Woofer	 $49		 87dB	 60w	RMS	

24.3
L	

35.7H
z	 		 		

65H
z	

0.3cu	
vented	

120w	
Peak	 Cast	 Aluminum	

2kHz	+/-	
3dB	

Fountek	FW168	6.5"	
Aluminum	Cone	
Woofer	 $45		 87.3dB	 50w	RMS	

16.5
L	 45Hz	 		 		

45H
z	

0.4cu	
vented	

100w	
Peak	 Cast	

Aluminum	+	
Phase	plug	

2kHz	+/-	
3dB	

SB	Acoustics	
SB17NRXC35-8	 $58		 89dB	 60w	RMS	

44.5
L	 32Hz	

80H
z	

0.25cu	
Sealed	

35H
z	

0.6cu	
Vente
d	

120w	
Peak	 cast	 papyrus	fiber	

2kHz	+/-	
3dB	

Satori	MW19P	7.5"	
$18

2		 89dB	 70w	RMS	 48L	
32.5H
z	

73H
z	

0.32cu	
sealed	

41H
z	

0.7cu	
vented	

140w	
peak	 cast	 papyrus	fiber	

2kHz	+/-	
2dB	

SEAS	Excel	W22Ex-
001	8"	

$27
5		 85dB	 120w	RMS	 98L	 25Hz	

65H
z	

0.6cu	
sealed	

40H
z	

1.5cu	
vented	

300w	
peak	 cast	 magnesium	

2kHz	+/-	
2.5dB	

SEAS	Prestige	
L16RNZ	6"	

$10
5		 85dB	 80w	RMS	 16L	 39Hz	

93H
z	

0.15cu	
sealed	

42H
z	

0.50cu	
vented	

250w	
Peak	

Injectio
n	 aluminum	

2kHz	+/-	
3dB	

ScanSpeak	
Illuminator	7"	

$31
9		 85.4dB	 80w	RMS	

48.6
L	 31Hz	

70H
z	

0.4cu	
sealed	

48H
z		

0.75cu	
vented	

150w	
Peak	 cast	 paper	

2kHz	+/-	
2.5dB	
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After hearing the ScanSpeak Revelators in the Walker 212 studio, I immediately started to research them 
and ones of the same brand. Suffice it to say, the Revelators are very much out of my price range. I turned 
to their Discovery series. This series is fairly specked out with a decent pricing. Free air resonant 
frequency of 30Hz, 42Hz F3 in a 1.5 cubic foot vented encloser, and a 70w RMS power rating. This 
speaker is a little bit out of my price range and has a very large bump of 4dB SPL from 1kHz to 2kHz. 16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Next was the Hi-Vi LK6.5 6.5" Woven Kevlar Cone Woofer. This woofer literally caught my eye. I think 
the aesthetic of this woofer is very attractive. However, later I had heard that Hi-Vi is not such a reputable 
or quality company. The specs are OK at best for its price point but I didn’t give it too much thought after 
I had heard what others had to say about them. They obviously have some graph smoothing in their given 
frequency response graph as well. 17 

 

 

                                                        
16 "Scanspeak 22W/8534G00 Discovery 8" Woofer." Scanspeak 22W/8534G00 Discovery 8" Woofer. Accessed 
February 11, 2016. https://www.madisoundspeakerstore.com/approx-8-woofers/scanspeak-22w/8534g-discovery-8-
woofer/.  

17 "Hi-Vi LK6.5 6.5" Woven Kevlar Cone Woofer - 6 Ohm." Hi-Vi L6-6R 6" Woven Kevlar Cone Woofer. 
Accessed February 11, 2016. https://www.madisoundspeakerstore.com/approx-6-7-woofers-hivi/hi-vi-lk6.5-6.5-
woven-kevlar-cone-woofer-6-ohm/.  
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The next one is a serious consideration of mine. The Dayton Audio RS180-8 7" is a beautiful woofer with 
a good price. I had heard about this from others a learned that a lot of people from previous Transducer 
Theory classes had used this and had great success. The 7-inch size is great to have because it is in 
between 8 and 6.5-inch woofers. This allows it to have characteristics of both. F3 is 65Hz in a 0.3 cubic 
foot vented enclose. 18 However, I think this could be lowered with a larger enclosure. This driver also has 
a phase plug. These phase plugs essentially act as a track for the cone to travel up and down on linearly. 
The intent is to minimize higher-frequency wave interference near the driver. This is referring to the 
higher frequencies that the woofer is producing at the crossover point. 19 

   

The 

Fountek FW168 6.5" Aluminum Cone Woofer looks like a great 
woofer for my application and budget as well. This driver also boasts 
a phase plug. Beyond the functionality of the plug, I find it very 
aesthetically pleasing. The FW168 comes in at an impressive price of $45. This gets you an F3 of 45Hz 
with a 0.4 cubic foot vented enclosure. Frequency response is more than fair with 100Hz-2.5kHz +/- 4dB. 
There is a slight slope down from 100Hz-2.5kHz and will likely result in a warm frequency response 
which I am not opposed to having.  20  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
18 ""Dayton Audio RS180-8 7" Reference Woofer" from Www.parts-express.com!" Dayton Audio RS180-8 7" Reference 
Woofer. Accessed February 20, 2016. http://www.parts-express.com/dayton-audio-rs180-8-7-reference-woofer--295-355.  

19 Phillip Newell and Keith Holland. Loudspeakers: For Music Recording and Reproduction. Burlington, MA: Focal Press, 2007. 
Chapter 4.10 

20 "Fountek." Products_ Electronics Co.,Ltd. Accessed February 20, 2016.  http://www.fountek.net/products.asp?id=47.  
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ACOUSTIC MODELING 
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DRAFTING 
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TUNING NOTES 

Speaker Tuning Notes 

Date: 04-01-16 

Software Used: Fuzz Measure 4 

Mic Used: Earthworks M50 

Interface Used: MOTU 828 

Space Used: McArdle  

01 – Top of day 

02 – Start 

03 – Woofer Start 

04 – Tweeter Start 

05 – Tweeter inverted 

06 – tweeter delay .4ms 

07 – tweeter and woofer 

08 – tweeter at .15ms 

09 – tweeter and woofer 

10 – tweeter .25ms no inversion 

11 – Moved speaker forward on stand 

12 – tweeter invert at .4ms delay 

13 – tweeter .4ms no inversion 

14 – tweeter .38ms 

15 – tweeter .36ms 

16 – tweeter .34ms 

17 – tweeter -2db 

18 – tweeter -5db 
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19 – just tweeter 

20 – woofer x-over from 2200 to 2300 

21 – woofer x-over increased to 2700 

22 – tweeter not inverted 

23 – x-over to 2500 

24 – just tweeter  

25 – just woofer 

26 – just woofer to crossover  

27 – system and tweeter -4db @ 7500 shelf 

 

Date: 04-04-16 

Software Used: Fuzz Measure 4 

Mic Used: Earthworks M50 

Interface Used: Apogee Duet 

Space Used: McArdle  

01 – Top of day 

02 – 2000hz +2db 0.5Q 

03 – 2200Hz 2dB 0.5Q 

04 – 2200Hz 3dB 1Q 

05 – 220Hz 3dB 2Q 

06 – 220Hz 4dB 2Q 

07 – 220Hz 5dB 2Q 

08 – 100hz Shelf 7dB 0.5Q 

09 – 100hz Shelf 9dB 1Q 
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Date: 04-17-16 

Software Used: Fuzz Measure 4 

Mic Used: Earthworks M50 

Interface Used: Focusrite Scarlett 18i8 

Space Used: Rozsa 

01 – Top of day Config 4 

02 – Config 4 Tweeter 

03 – Config 4 Woofer 

04 – Top of day Config 2 

05 – Config 2 Tweeter 

06 – Config 2 Woofer 

07 – Config 2 Cut freq 20k 

08 – Config 2 Cut freq 30hz 

09 – Config 2 Cut freq 35hz 

10 – Config 2 Cut freq 40hz 

11 – Config 2 Cut freq 45hz 

12 – Config 2 EQ 4k 3db .5Q 

13 – Config 2 EQ 2k 2db 3Q 

14 – Config 2 EQ 220 2db 2Q 

15 – Config 2 EQ 100 4db 1Q shelf 
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RESPONSE GRAPHS 

Overall Loud Speaker Response 

• Frequency Response 

• Initial

 
• Final

 
• Integrated Frequency Response
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• Harmonic Distortion

 
• Minimum Phase

 
• Horizontal Off-Axis
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• Vertical Off-Axis 

 
• Step Response

 
• Integrated Step Response
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• Waterfall Plot – Full

 
• Waterfall Plot – High Frequency

 
Driver Response 

Fountek Neo X 2.0 Ribbon Tweeter 

• Frequency Response
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• Harmonic Distortion

 
• Minimum Phase

 
• Step Response

 
• Impulse Response
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Fountek FW168 6.5” Woofer 

• Frequency Response

 
• Harmonic Distortion

 
• Minimum Phase
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• Step Response

 
• Impulse Response
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